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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Panel examined, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of
ArticACaae XXAII, the question submitted to the CONETTING P:RTIES by the Government
of the United States concerning the application of values for duty on potatoes
und.r tee Canadian Customs Act on 16 October 1962, Tho Panel heard statements
from both parties and obtained additional information from them to clarify certain
points.

II. FACTS OF CASE

2, -On 16 October 1962 the Canadian Government introduced a "value for duty" in
respecteof fresh potatoes imported into western Canad- of Can.$2.67 per 100 lbs.
Under the Canadian legislation the difference between the lower export value and
the "'value for duty" would be levied by the Canadian customs authorities as
"dumping duty" if the circumstances described in the legislation below were
fulfilled. The United States Government complained against the imposition of
this charge which would be levied in addition to a specific duty of Can.$0.375 per
100 lbs. which had been granted on 5 April 1957 by Canada as a tariff concession
to the United States on potatoes.

III. HISTORY OF TBE CASE

3. Due to their geographic location, there was considerable trade in fresh fruit
and vegetables between the United States and Canada. Over 60 per cent of agri-
cultural imports into Canada from the United States were made up of products in
this group, including potatoes. Because of the variety of climate of the United
States and their more southerly location, the season in many parts of that country
waA advanced on the Canadian production season. kt the time Canadian producers
were only beginning to market their fruit and vegetables, the United States'
season, was often at its peak and, accordingly, prices were normally at their
lowest level for the season. In -@der to meet- such specific difficulties,
which were particularly relewhereto the fruit and vegetable trade sector, nwker
the marketing season was often short and changes in supply could result in wide
fluctuations in price over a very short period, in 1958 legislation was enacted
whereby Article 40A(7) (b) of the Canadian Customs Act provided that "where the
market price in the counory of export of any fresh fruit or vegetable rf a class
or kind produced in Canada has, as a result of the advance of the season or the
marketing poricd, declined to levels that do not reflect in the opinion of the
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Ministerr their normal price, the value for duty of such fresh fruit or
vegetables when imported into such region or part of Canada and during such
period as the Minister may specify, shall be the amount determined and
declared by him to be the average value, weighted as to quantity, at which
like fresh fruits or vegetables were imported during the three-year period
immediately preceding the date of shipment to Canada".

4. The Canadian delegation indicated that this was permissive legislation
which was not intended to be concerned with normal trade but with unusual
trade movements at critically low prices which could cause serious injury
to Canadian producers in the shorther northern marketing season available to
them.

5. Under this provision action had been taken for the first time in
August 1961 whereby the value for duty of fresh potatoes imported into
western Canada had been determined at an amount of Can.$2.78 per 100 lbs.
The United States Government had made representations to the Canadian
Government against such action. The action was withdrawn only on
30 April 1962 towards the end of the marketing season.

6. On 16 October 1962 action was again taken under this provision and the
value for duty of fresh potatoes imported into western Canada was determined
at Can.$2.67 per 100 lbs. The Canadian delegation stated that this action
was taken because of the fact that potatoes were being imported into western
Canada from the United States at prices as low as Can.$1.13 per 100 lbs.,
while at the same time prices in the State of Washington ranged from US$1.50 to
US$1.80 Der 100 lbs. These prices were to be compared with average prices
over the preceding three years amounting to Can.$2.54 in the month of
September and Can.$2.39 in the month of October. This was a clear case of
application of the legislation in circumstances which threatened disruption
in the Canadian market. The Canadian delegation stressed that the legislation
had been used with the greatest restraint. The question now raised by the
United States resulted from only the second application of the relevant
Customs Act provision. It had never been applied for the whole of Canada
but only for the western part of the country.

IV. ALLEGED INCONSISTENCY OF THE APPLICATION OF OF
ALUE FOR DUTY" ON POTATOES UNDER THE CANADIANAD

STOMS ACT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENTRTENT

7. The United States delegation nthat llthArticle VII of the General
Agreement included provisions in respect of products subject to charges or

restrictions on importation based upon or regulated in any manner bueval.u
Paragraph 2(a) of this Article stated that the value for customs purposes
of imported merchandise shouldebe b ed on the actual value of the imported
merchandise on which duty was assessed and should not be based onan arbitrary
or fictitious values. In their view, the determination of the value for
duties on potatoes at the average value, weighted as to quantity, at which
potatoes were imported during the three-year period immediately preceding
the date of shipment to Canada, constituted a determination based on arbitrary
or fictitious value and was consequently inconsistent with the provisions of
paragraph 2(a) of Article VII. The Canadian delegation-stated that the relevant
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provision of the Canadian Customs Act did not contain arbitrary or fictitious.
evaluations but was based on the value of actual imports during the preceding
three years and was less arbitrary than previously existing legislation.

8. The United States delegation indicated that the example given by the
representative of Canada of imports at a price of Can.$1.13 per 100 lbs. was
without reference to quality or to quantity moving at that price. Furthermore
such figures, in their view, were not comparable to seasonal averages for
three preceding years. The United States delegation furnished the Panel with
information on prices. Prices of potatoes US No.1, size A Russet, f.o.b. at
the shipping point in the area of production, Idaho, amounted to:

For the week ending 29 September 1962 . . . . US$2.08 per 100 lbs.
" " " " 27 October 1962.. . . . US$2.5 " " "

On the same basis prices in the State of Washington amounted to:

For the week ending 29 September 1962 . . . US$1.66 per 100 lbs.
" " " " 27 October 1962 .US$1.98 " ""

The United States representative added that no distinction was made between
prices of potatoes intended for exportation and for domestic consumption.
It was clear, in the view of the United States delegation, that prices of
exported products, as compared with domestic market prices in the United
States were such that imports of potatoes from the United States into Canada
could not be considered to take place at less than the normal value in the
sense of Article VI. Any additional charge on imports of potatoes was
consequently in their view inconsistent with the provisions of Article VI.
The Canadian representative reiterated that the above market quotations were
average rices for a specified quality and did not necessarily relate to the
prices of actual imports into Canada.

9. The United States delegation indicated that their Government had negotiated
a tariff concession with the Canadian Government under which import duties on
potatoes were bound under the General Agreement at Can.$0.375 per 100 lbs.
United Statas exports were now faced with a situation under which they, apart
from the normal customs duty of Can.$0.375, were subject to an additional amount
to make up for any difference between the export value indicated in the customs
document and the value for duty determined under the Canadian Customs Act. In
their view, the charge of such additional amount constituted an impairment of
the concession provided in Schedule V to the General Agreement, as a result of
the failure of Canada to carry out its obligations under Article II of the
General Agreement.

V. ALLEGED NULLIFICATION ORIMPAIRMENT OR BENEFITS
ACCRUINGTO THE UNTED STATES UNDER THE GENERAL AGREEMENT

10. The Canadian delegation stated that a representation had been received
from the United States regarding the value for potatoes. only a few days before
the present session of the CONTRACTING PARTES. Generally it had been possible
to solve problems of this nature through the process of discussion between the
governments concerned.
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11. The Panel noted that the United States Government had made representations
to the Canadian Government when action in respect of potatoes was taken for the
first time in 1961. It noted further that when action was taken on
16 October 1962, i.e. the week preceding the present session of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, the United States Government had again made representations to the
Canadian Government, but at the same time had referred the question to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES at very short notice. The Panel noted the United States'
explanation that, because of the seasonal character of such action, the present
session provided the only opportunity for consideration of the matter by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES.

12. The Canadian delegation considered that it would not be possible for the
United States delegation to prove that action taken on 16 October 1962 involved
an impairment of trade benefits. There were no statistics available over such
a short period of time. On the other hand, statistics showed that in the
1961/62 marketing season, when the provision was applied for the first time,
Canada imported from the United States 852,000 cwt. of potatoes at a value of
Can.$1,949,000, while imports in 1960/61 amounted to 715,900 cwt. at a total
value of Can.$1,943,000. Both in volume and value imports had increased despite
the application of value for duty on potatoes. In fact the United States
exporters, by supplying more potatoes of a high quality and by exporting a
greater proportion of potatoes in a more advanced stage of preparation, had
in practice not suffered from the application of value for duty.

13. The United States delegation stated that according to their export
statistics, the per unit value of potatoes exported to Canada amounted in 1960
to US$2.90 per 100 lbs. and in 1961 to US$2.19 per 100 lbs. This was contrary
to the Canadian statement that higher priced qualities of potatoes had been
imported in 1961. In their view, irrespective of the variation in exports or
prices, the imposition of any additional importcharge on shipments below the
fixed value for duty ipso facto constituted an impairment of the terms of trade,
which the United States Government had envisaged when negotiating for a tariff
concession.

14. The Canadian delegation stated that the application of the provisions
depended on the movement of prices. The application was announced when crops
were being harvested and there was no indication to the producers in advance that
the legislation would be applied. The application of a value for duty, therefore,
had no effect on potato production. This was confirmed by the fact that in the
four western provinces to which the value for duty applied, production in 1961
had increased in only one province as compared with the average of the three
preceding years. Production had declined in two provinces and had remained at
the same level in' one province.

VI. CONSIDERATIONS OF THE PANEL

15. The Panel considered that by its terms of reference it was not called on
to examine whether or not the requirement of a reasonable time as laid down in
paragraph 2 of Article XXIII had been fulfilled.

16. The Panel, having heard the points of view of the parties concerned,
considered that the concept of value for duty as applied presently on imports
of potatoes under the Canadian Customs Act was different from the concept of
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value for customs purposes, which the CONTRACTING PARTIES had in mind in
drafting the provisions of Article VII. The Panel, therefore, did not consider
that the provisions of Article VII were relevant in the context of its examination.

17. The Panel further considered that there was no basic difference between
the price, in the ordinary course of trade, of exported potatoes and potatoes
intended for domestic consumption in the United States. The Panel felt that
the problem for Canadian potato producers due to imports of potatoes from the
United States was caused by specific climatic differences which could in
certain years give rise to exceptional difficulties. The Panel concluded
that the imposition of an additional charge could not be justified by
Article VI of the General Agreement, since the main requirement laid down
in paragraph 1(a) of this Article was not fulfilled, namely that the price
of the product exported from one country to another was less than the comparable
price, in the ordinary course of trade, for the like product when destined
for consumption in the exporting country.

18. The Panel came to the conclusion that the measure introduced by the
Canadian Government amounted to the imposition of an additional charge on
potatoes which were imported at a price lower than Can.$2.67 per 100 lbs.
The Panel considered that this charge was in addition to the specific import
duty which had been bound at a rate of Can.$0.375 Per 100 lbs. Since no
provisions of the General Agreement had been brought forwaerd for the justifica-
tion of the imposition of an additional charge above the bound import duty,
the Panel considered that the Canadian Government had failed to carry out
its obligations under paragraph 1(a) of Article II.

19. The Panel suggests that the CONTRACTING PARTIES recommend to the Canadian
Government the withdrawal of the additional charge under the Canadian Customs
Act on imports of potatoes, or to effect any other satisfactory adjustment
of the impaired benefit accruing to the United States.

20. The Panel had nct considered the question whether the circumstances were
serious enough to justify a recommendation to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
authorizing the United States Government to suspend obligations or concessions.
In view of the circumstances described in this report, and because of the
fact that since the impositionof the additional charge adequate statistics
covering trade in the product concerned were not available, the Panel had
no basis for consideration of this question.

21. The Panel further suggests that the CONTRACTINGPARTIES authorize the
Council to deal with the matter if the United Statces, in the light of develop-
ments, considers it necessary to raise it again.


